Tennis course

Location: SSC Eindhoven, Tennis courts
Level: Beginners and Advanced
Price: 15 Euros sports cards holders
Period: Every Quartile
Day & Time: Look in the sports schedule on the SSC website
Equipment: Sports clothes
Instructor: SSC instructor

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
Ever wanted to get acquainted with tennis? Follow one of the tennis courses that the SSC offers: ‘basic’, ‘basic+’ or advanced.
Basic: The basic course is intended for participants with no tennis experience.
Basic+: The basic+ course is a follow-up course on the basic course and is intended for participants that have a bit of self-taught tennis knowledge or have had a bunch of lessons.
Advanced: Do you already have some experience with tennis, but you want to refine your technique and get a better understanding of the game? Then sign up for the tennis advanced course. The advanced course is intended for participants who ended the Basic + course or already played tennis around level 8 or 9.

REGISTRATION
Signing up is possible via our website. Log in on your personal page, go to ‘Shop’ and then click on ‘View all courses’.